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Midgley: Dostoevsky on Crime and Revolution: A Study in Russian Nihilism

dostoevsky on crime and rerevolution
volution
A study in russian nihilism
LOUIS

C MIDGLEY

fyodor dostoevsky has received considerable attention for
his literary accomplishments and at present his attractiveness to
those interested in russian intellectual history is certainly not
on the decline philosophers and theologians especially those
influenced by existentialism devote considerable attention to
his thought even students of politics have indicated some
interest in dostoevsky however greatness as a novelist did
not endow dostoevsky with commensurate political wisdom
the least impressive features of his thought being a passionate
semitism
antisemitism
jingo spirit racism an especially crude form of anti
and extreme nationalism 2 his imperialistic political program
for russia was founded on questionable religious considerations

3

the

significance of dostoevsky for political thought is at
least partly grounded on his attempts to check the advance of
the evils he saw being generated politically his appeal is based
on his prophecy of the character of the nihilistic revolution
threatening russia dostoevsky pictured the russian revolutionary as a man who has lost touch with reality the revolutionary nihilist is a wandering restless rootless individual
and he is always radically estranged from traditional ideals
and authentic values much of dostoevsky s immense notoriety
is founded on his brilliantly portrayed insights into the darker
mr midgley is instructor in political science at brigham young university
onn movement
existentialists often see in dostoevsky a precursor of their own
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ap 120124
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385402
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side of man the gloom despair despondency and melancholy
anxiety that often appear in the depths of human existence
dostoevsky was pleased to think that he had succeeded at
times in his novels and stories in discovering certain people
who considered themselves sound and then proved to them that
they were unsound DW 11
II 931 4
it was dostoevsky s opinion that pushkin russia s famous
poet was the first to detect and record the principal pathological phenomenon of our educated society historically detached from and priding itself on the people pushkin revealed the russian negative type the restless man refusing
to be reconciled having no faith in his own soil and in the
native forces denying russia and ultimately himself
II 959 the separation or segregation of what
DW 11
has come to be known as the superfluous man from his
foundations his rootlessness was seen by dostoevsky as the
direct result of the efforts of peter the great to introduce into
russia european ideas technology and institutions aleko the
hero of pushkin s poem gypsies was a kind of prototype of the
a man who roams his native land sufunhappy wanderer
fers intense inner humiliation and endures everything in the
hope of finding salvation aleko s sickness was so intense
that he even joined a band of gypsies his spiritual descendants
became socialists for the same reasons at first the superfluous
man seeks genuine values and authentic goals by vast expenditures of energy with matchless enterprise these homeless
russian ramblers seek universal human happiness because
nothing short of that will satisfy them 5
references to dostoevsky s writings will appear as abbreviated parenBK
thetical citations in the body of the essay
the brothers karamazov
notes from the
NU
trans C garnett new york macmillan 1948
underground in the best short stories of dostoevsky trans D magarshack
Mag arshack
new york modem
pp
ap 107
240
modern library nd
DW the diary of a
107240
P the posbranol 2 vol new york scribner 1949
writer trans B brazol
L letters of
sessed trans C garnett new york modern library 1936
fydor
Micha ilovitch dostoevsky to his family and friends trans E C mayne
fador michailovitch
1
new york macmillan 1917
1I
Mag arshack lonthe idiot trans D magarshack
don penguin 1955
see rufus W mathewson jr the positive hero in russian literature
new york columbia university press 1958 for a new study of the superfluous man the prototype of the superfluous man pushkin s onegin
onesin and lermontov s pechorin from A hero of our time establishes a pedigree for the
literary type ap
pp 14f
Tur genev s short
l4f the term superfluous man comes from turgenev
laf
1850
story the diary of a superfluous man
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first signs of the growth of the revolutionary bacillus
are found in the many cases of russian intellectuals who began
playing at liberalism and at a somewhat later date with
socialism however not everyone at least at first feels the
urge to wander dostoevsky asked

what of the fact that one man has not even begun to worry

while another encountering a locked door has already
smashed his head against it in due time all will meet the
same destiny
and even if not many meet this destiny
it suffices if the chosen one tenth start worrying the
great majority will lose peace through them DW 11
II 969

the

rootlessness of the russian wanderer was compared to a
blade of grass torn from its roots and blown about by the
wind dostoevsky felt that the wanderer was a fantastic and
impatient creature he still awaits salvation preeminently
pre eminently from
external causes DW 11
II 969
the russian wanderers felt strongly indignant over the
many abuses in their society were highly disturbed by the pitiful plight of the poor and felt considerable civic sorrow for
the unfortunate peasants these superfluous men had a humane
feeling for the people nevertheless according to dostoevsky
they remained corrupted russians detached from their soil
abhorred
the superfluous man finally profoundly despised and abhored
his people DW 1I 5 the russian wanderer in spite of his
original high mindedness and in spite of his lofty idealism
was somehow forced to adopt an extreme position from which
he frequently was willing to crush the people in the name of
the people the wanderer after having first imbibed intoxicating western ideologies at last becomes a demon desiring only
terror and destruction wanderers ultimately see themselves
P 561 6 the
like flies caught in a web by a huge spider
spider was many things for dostoevsky as a symbol of evil it
P 50
30
was nihilism profligacy and godlessness

the russian liberal
dostoevsky s most striking treatment of nihilism was his
for a good recent account of the rise and significance of biological imagery
especially the spider image in dostoevsky s novels see ralph E matlaw re111
current imagery in dostoevsky harvard slavic studies vol III
ill cambridge
ili
lil

harvard university press 1957
favorite symbol for evil
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political pamphlet the possessed the novel is based at
least in part on the notorious nechayev
nechaiev murder case but
dostoevsky always insisted that the possessed was really not
an attempt to provide portraits of contemporary figures or
events and that there was no literal reproduction of ne
chaiem dostoevsky explained that he
chaiev
1

took a phenomenon and merely sought to explain the possibility of its occurrence in our society as a social phenomenon
anecdotol sense of a mere depiction of a parand not in an anecdotal
ticular moscow episode
nechaiev
the face of my nechayev
of course does not resemble that of the real nechayev
nechaiev 1I
meant to put this question and to answer it as clearly as possible in the form of a novel how in our contemporaneous
transitional and peculiar society are the nechaievs not
nechayev
nechaiev himself made possible and how does it happen
that these nechaievs eventually manage to enlist followers
the nechaievtzi DW I1 142f
l42f

there are some dramatic differences between pushkin s prototype of the superfluous man aleko and the violent revolutionVerk hovensky dostoevsky s nechayev
ary pyotr verkhovensky
nechaiev the main
argument of the possessed is that the superfluous man inevitably degenerates into a destructive violent amoral nihilist
a nechayev
nechaiev 8 the russian wanderer as we have seen began
by accepting western liberalism and eventually a dreadful

shift produces the revolutionary
the fictional character that opens dostoevsky s the
possessed stephen trofimovich is an old liberal
a father
of the young nihilist pyotr verkhovensky
Verk hovensky the old liberal
stephen trofimovich was the spiritual contemporary of such
russian liberals as tshaadaev belinsky granovsky and also
of hertzen P 4 stephen trofimovich pictured by dostoevsky as a dreaming languid ineffectual idealist is indicted
dostoevsky set great hopes on the possessed but not as a work of art
but because of its tendencies 1I mean to utter certain thoughts whether all the
artistic side of it goes to the gods or not the thoughts that have gathered
themselves together in my head and my heart are pressing me on even if it
turns into a mere pamphlet 1I shall say all that 1I have in my heart see dostoevsky s letter of march 24 1870 to strachov L 184
dostoevsky was pleased when a friend wrote him to claim that the nihilists
nihilisms
nihi lists
of the possessed are turgenevs
turgenees
eds
Turgen
Turgenees
evs heroes in their old age dostoevsky felt that
these few words expressed in a formula the entire purpose of the book see
letter to malkov in dostoevsky s L 214 turgenev
Tur genev s hero of fathers and sons
bazarov is the literary prototype of the nihilist
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along with the other liberal fathers for creating a generation
nihilisms
nihi lists
of violent nihilists
man should not step out of childhood into life without the
embryos of something positive and beautiful without these a
generation should not be permitted to start on its life journey
look do not the contemporary fathers from among the
ardent and diligent believe in this oh they fully believed
that without a cohesive general moral and civic idea it is impossible to bring up a generation and let it start on its life
journey but they themselves have lost the general idea and
they are dismembered they are united only in the negative
and even this in a negligent manner they are disunited in
the positive besides essentially they do not even believe in
themselves since they are echoing somebody else s voice
they have joined an alien life an alien idea and they have
11
lost all connection with their native russion life DW II
762

dostoevsky believed that russian liberalism was without genuine meaningfulness because it was the intellectual product of
the separation or segregation of the intelligentsia from
their cultural roots he maintains in the possessed that
the
higher liberalism and the higher liberal that is a liberal withP 31 the
out any definite aim is only possible in russia
russian liberal lacks direction precisely because he is a wanderer a seeker and a superfluous man dostoevsky is never
tired of stressing the superficiality the shallowness and the
ineffectual nature of liberalism
the young men of russia were restless because they are
precisely the children of those liberal fathers who at the
beginning of russia s renaissance during the present reign detached themselves en masse from the general cause imagining
that therein lay progress and liberalism
DW 1I 271 in
chatov says of utopian dreamers those men of
the possessed shatov
dian t suffer for them and
yours never loved the people they didn
didn
dian t sacrifice anything for them though they may have
you can t
amused themselves by imagining it
P 35
love shatov
chatov added what you don t know and they had no
conception of the russian people those who centered their
whole attention on french socialist beetles went further
than overlooking the people you ve not only overlooked the
people you ve taken up an attitude of disgusting contempt for
11
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P 35 the russian wanderer began by being conscience stricken by the awful plight of the peasants and the
privileges of the aristocracy this was all very genuine the
fact that the suffering was genuine is actually the cause of the
problem the wanderer joined a gypsy band but in this symbolic act he was still unable to find relief from terrible anguish instead he stained his hands with blood

them

nechaievtzi
in 1873 dostoevsky wrote an editorial for his diary of a
writer entitled one of the contemporaneous falsehoods
in this essay he explained the purpose of the possessed the
occasion for such an explanation was an article that appeared
in the russian world which said in part an idiotic fanatic
of the nechayev
nechaiev pattern manages to recruit proselytes
prose lytes only
proselyter
among idlers defectives and not at all among the youths attending to their studies
quoted in DW 1I 143 the thing
that really set dostoevsky to writing was a statement by the
minister of public education in recent years the youth has
adopted an infinitely more serious attitude toward the problem
of learning
leaming and has been studying far more diligently also
quoted in DW 1I 143
after all the humorous aspects of the article had been discussed dostoevsky explained his views on the causes of the
nihilist revolutionary of the nechayev
nechaiev pattern he began by
asking

what if it should happen that some

of nihilism were
to involve by no means defectives
not the unruly ones
swinging their feet under the table and not merely idlers
but on the contrary diligent enthusiastic youths precisely
attending to their studies even endowed with good but only
misdirected hearts
italics supplied
DW 1I 146
case

dostoevsky emphatically denies that revolutionaries are necessarily defectives his argument was that society had produced
the potential for nechaievtzi as it had segregated its russian
boys dostoevsky proclaimed 1 I am an old nechaievtzi myself DW 1I 147 of course he was referring to an event
in his youth the so called petrashevsky
Pet
affair dostoevsky
rashevsky
belonged to a circle of intellectuals who were interested in
nothing more than remodeling society on utopian socialist lines
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they were followers of the french writers fourier and saint

petrashevsky
Pet
simon the rashevsky
group planned among other things to
run a printing press for this on april 24 1849 the circle was
house had been raided by police
Pet
arrested after the petrashevsky
rashevsky
twenty one members of the circle were condemned to be shot
as a result of the arrests
1 I also stood on the scaffold
wrote dostoevsky condemned to death and I1 assure you that I1 stood there in the
no nechaievtzi are not
company of educated people
always recruited from among mere idlers who had learned
nothing
DW 1I 147 dostoevsky argues that the petra
shevtziv
shevtzi
shev tzi have the potential of becoming nechaievtzi how do
you know asked dostoevsky that the petrashevtzi could not
we
have become the nechaievtzi ie to have chosen the ne
DW 1I
chaiem path would things have turned that way
chaiev
147

dostoevsky recognized differences between what he called
the theoretical socialism of his youth and the political
socialism of the next generation but the differences were
mostly of degree and not of a really controlling nature dostoevsky mentions the rosy and moral light which bathed
his early socialism the whole movement had great appeal
and seemed holy in the highest degree and moral and most
important of all cosmopolitan the future law of all mankind
DW 1I 148 dostoevsky recognized that there
in its totality
had been some major shifts in socialist doctrine since his youth
but the same kinds of shifts in doctrine might have occurred
circle had it been provided with the necespetrashevsky
in the rashevsky
Pet
sary historical pressures
is not only the petrashevtzi

but generally all the contaminated in those days but who later emphatically renounced this chimerical frenzy all this gloom and
and horror which is being prepared for humankind under the
guise of regeneration and resurrection those among us were
then ignorant of the causes of their malady and therefore
they were still unable to struggle against it and so why do
nechaiev would have
you think that even murder a la nechayev
stopped of course not all but at least some of us in
these fervid times in the midst of doctrines fascinating one s

those among us that

soul
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purpose of the possessed was to indicate some of the
many motives that cause otherwise rather high minded people
to perpetrate the most awful crimes in the name of some cause
the thing that makes it possible for the otherwise honorable
man to involve himself in what in any other circumstances
would be considered complete depravity is simply the common
idea that allows the criminal to think that he is not a villain
at all but a saint working for the good of humanity the
concept that justifies the nechaievtzi is the nihilistic notion that
BK 65 623 taken seriously and
everything is lawful
raised to the political level
dostoevsky experienced considerable sympathy for the
young men of russia who were brought up in corrupt families
who saw nothing admirable in their fathers who were taught
right from the first to despise everything what could one expect except that the sensitive ones would strike out against
tottering materialism and moral decay and who else could they
ultimately blame except russia 9

the

question of socialism
in the possessed chatov
shatov is by all odds the most common
bearer of dostoevsky s ideas chatov
shatov experiences a profound
spiritual struggle and out of this intense crisis he regains his
faith in the russian people but asked chatov
shatov what have
1I

broken with

the answer was

the

enemies of all true life out of date liberals who are
keys of thought
afraid of their own independence the flun
flunkeys
the enemies of individuality and freedom the decrepit advocates of deadness and rottenness all they have to offer is
senility a glorious mediocrity of the most bourgeois kind
contemptible shallowness a jealous equality equality without
individual dignity equality as it s understood by flun
keys or
flunkeys
by the french in 93 and the worst of it is there are swarms
of scoundrels P 589
in april of 1878 dostoevsky wrote a long letter to a group of moscow
students who had demonstrated against the arrest of some of their colleagues
the university students appealed to dostoevsky and he responded with a long
letter presenting his advice and comments on their plight dostoevsky believed
that the demonstration was proof of the decadence of the russian society L
244 dostoevsky was certain that the students were not to blame for the inciyou are but the children of the very society
dents he said to the students
from which you now turn away as from an utter fraud
L 241
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chatov took the opportunity to affirm that the
at another time shatov
flankey before everything and is only
russian liberal is a flunkey
looking for someone whose boots he can clean P 137 cf 1I
371

chatov upon coming to his
why should shatov

senses strike

shatov s enemy should have been the
out against the liberals chatov
nihilisms
nihi lists or was dostoevsky again attempting to associate at
nihilists
least the western brand of liberalism and russian revolutionary nihilism
dostoevsky saw utopian socialism he liked to call it
theoretical socialism as the connecting link between high
minded socially conscious but aimless directionless liberalism
on the one hand and the total denial of all values nihilism
on the other if the evil of the russian liberals is that they
flun keys and aimless drifters then an even greater evil is
are flunkeys
generated when the liberal finds some real direction when
the teachings of cabet fourier or saint simon were really
taken seriously when they were subtly transformed by russians
they became a deadly cancer that would eventually devour
society behind the apparent demand for justice in the socialist
program there was a value system that would sanction the
worst crimes in the name of abstract futuristic goals see BK
they the socialists openly declare according to
331
dostoevsky that they are seeking nothing for themselves and
that they are laboring for humanity that they seek to establish
II 620
DW 11
a new order of things for its happiness
the socialists at least at first argue that man can be
brought to accept the new society because it will be pointed
out to him that it is rational for him to accept it that is that
it is for his own good in his own self interest to conform to
the pattern dostoevsky wrote an entire book attacking materialistic
teria listic utilitarian ethics the notes from the underground
not only offers a violent objection to the factual validity of the
assumed rationality of man but the notes present a systematic defense of the irrational and the free aspects of
NIJ 132 139f dostoevsky argued that
human existence NU
man is such that he is bound to revolt against mechanical self
interest man for the author of the notes is something more
than just reason man is among other things passion and will
and this is how it should be dostoevsky would not change
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man into just a rational creature even if he had the opportunity dostoevsky believed that socialism using the scientific rationalistic materialistic ethics is bound to deny freedom both in principle and most certainly in fact
at this point dostoevsky doubles back upon the socialists
and argues that in the end those supreme believers in man s
rationality will see that there is only one way they can build
their system that man can be reduced to this state socialism I1
only by means of terrible violence and on condition that dreadful espionage and unceasing control by a despotic government
are established over him man 1I
II 620 10
DW 11

environment and responsibility for evil
one feature of dostoevsky s society caused him much anguish the tendency of the liberals to condone crime on the
basis of a belief that the environment was responsible frequently dostoevsky used his novels as a vehicle to attack what
he thought were gross and pernicious errors dostoevsky s
novels are full of pot shots at the theory that environment is
the sole cause of and is responsible for crime an example is
Stav
rogin s emphatic declaration that he was conscious of his
stavrogin
monstrous crime the violation of the little girl which is now
included in the confession at tihon s in the possessed
Stav
rogin declared that he did not wish to claim freedom from
stavrogin
responsibility for his crimes on the grounds of either environment or disease P 704 see also BK
555 and 1I 373
535
553
533
335
ilk 333
dostoevsky was heavily involved all during his career in the
and guilt his novels are sometimes domiquestions of crime andguilt
nated by these themes his famous novel crime and punishment is an example of an entire work of art developed on the
theme of human guilt 11 any attempt to lift the ultimate responsibility for choices involving good and evil from man
would tend to dissolve all values and make man irresponsible
if environment is responsible for evil there can be no personal
Alexand rovna from geneva
dostoevsky wrote a letter to his niece sofia alexandrovna
switzerland on september 29 1867 to describe a peace congress only when
fire and sword have exterminated everything can in their belief eternal peace
ensile
enslie
ensue L 130 see also dostoevsky s winter notes on summer impressions
vard
vird
vild by S bellow new york criterion 1955 p 151
forward
with for
dostoevsky hated the idea that if everyone were provided for everybody
would be happy there would be no poor and no crimes DW 1I 337
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responsibility the result of such reasoning is the awful thought
BK 623
that everything is lawful
the entire plot of
the brothers karamazov is built around ivan who holds that
everything is lawful on intellectual grounds and his half
brother smerdyakov who accepts this doctrine literally and is
led to murder as a result of it
dostoevsky felt that each man must be held personally
responsible for his crime his evil he expressed this responsibility for evil in terms of guilt dostoevsky
dostoevsky s soteriology involves the belief that suffering for sin somehow saves if the
pain is genuine and sharp it will purify us and make us better
DW 1I 13 there is no need to review the numerous
passages in dostoevsky s novels that extol the virtue and
necessity of suffering as a means of purification and ultimate
salvation it is necessary to realize that dostoevsky was for
various reasons opposed to fixing the responsibility for crime
or evil on environment this he believed would destroy all
genuine freedom
according to dostoevsky
also recognizes
making man responsible christianity
his freedom however making man dependent on an error
in the social organization the environmental doctrine reduces
man to absolute impersonality to a total emancipation of all
moral duty from all independence reduces him to a state
of the most miserable slavery that can be conceived DW 1I
13

by perpetually refusing to admit that man can be personally
guilty of crime or responsible for evil by and by we may
reach the conclusion that there are no crimes at all and that
environment is guilty of everything we will come to the
that crime is even a duty a noble protest against
point
environment since society is wickedly organized it is imposDW I1
sible to struggle out of it without a knife in hand
13

the theory that evil is the sole product of environment saps

the moral strength of man and creates within man the conDW 1I 100 man under the
scious liking for perversity
influence of the environmental explanation of evil is not
but lovingly he adds to meanness something
naively vile
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of his own
DW 1I 110
tragic fate A human being is
converted into some rotten worm fully content with itself and
its pitiful horizon
DW 1I 110 the argument that evil
exists because society is abnormally organized leads directly to
the judicial acquittal of man for deeds of crime dostoevsky
states the logic of the argument in the following way

to

overcome crime and human guilt it is necessary to overcome the abnormality of society and its structure since it
takes long to cure the existing order of things and besides
inasmuch as no medicine has been discovered it is necessary
to destroy society in toto and to sweep away the old order as
it were with a broom after that everything has to be started
anew upon different foundations which are still unknown
but which nevertheless cannot be worse than the existing order
and which contrariwise comprise many chances for success
II 787
the main hope is in science DW 11

dostoevsky rejected this easy solution he argued that evil in
mankind is concealed deeper than the physician socialists suppose that in no organization of society can evil be eliminated
II 787 12
DW 11
from the notes from the underground we learn that man
would never submit to a mechanically perfect universe dostoevsky s fame is based partly on his insights that involve his
profoundly negative evaluation of man what prevents the
complete success of formal or mechanical solutions to human
problems is the fact that men still are men and not keys on a
136 society cannot be reformed by science
NU 156
piano
or rationalistic plans because man possesses deep in his soul
the capacity for radical evil with which science cannot cope 13
from the notes from the underground we read

but these are just golden

dreams oh tell me who was it first said who was it first proclaimed that the
only reason man behaves dishonourably is because he does not know his own
interests and that if he were enlightened if his eyes were opened to his real
normal interests he would at once cease behaving dishonourably and would at
once
nce become good and honourable
honour able because being enlightened and knowing what
is good for him he would see that his advantage lay in doing good and of
course it is well known that no man ever knowingly acts against his own interests and therefore he would as it were willy nilly start doing good oh the
babe oh the pure innocent child NU 125f
dostoevsky reflected on the revolutionary activities in paris in 1848 and
1849 and noted that at bottom the entire movement is but a repetition of
the russian delusion that men can reconstruct the world by reason and experience
why do they cut off heads simply because its the easiest of all
things to do
see dostoevsky s letter to strachov may 18 1871 L 218
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attempts to reform society on rationalistic or mechanistic
grounds produce a marvelous edifice what dostoevsky liked
to call the ant
hill NU 138 14
anthill
hill
anthill
the socialists are looking forward to the future ant
II
and meanwhile the world will be stained with blood DW 11
787 because the socialists overlook the darker sides of human
existence they inevitably succeed in liberating demonic forces in
ant hill under construction in europe
man dostoevsky saw an anthill
II 1003 the demons who are to possess russia s once
DW 11
high minded liberal wanderer have their homes in europe and
are not indigenous to russia
1

the religion

of nihilism
from the possessed we learn that socialism has wide appeal because of a religious quality the socialists are fascinated not by realism but by the emotional side of socialism
P
by the religious note in it so to say by the poetry of it
75 the key to the meaning of revolutionary movements is in

their religious nature the rootless revolutionary had lost
touch with the people this means among other things that
the wanderer in spite of his original lofty idealism and genuine
humanitarian motives is an atheist see BK 22f 239 P 144
254f etc atheism for dostoevsky was not so much a lack
of religion as a false religion a substitute for the real thing
atheism was the chief cause of dostoevsky s disaffection from
his early socialist leanings
chatov admitted that he did not know either
dostoevsky s shatov
chatov
P 257 shatov
why evil is hateful and good is beautiful
was certain that socialism is from its very nature bound to
be atheism simply because the socialist organization of society
was to be established exclusively on the elements of science
and reason P 253
dostoevsky does not attempt to make a complete identification of the superfluous man s separation from the people and
his hated atheism but he comes very close to doing so the
revolutionaries had to perjure themselves and praise the
P
peasant all the same for the sake of being progressive
of the fourth estate
dostoevsky believed that no anthill
ant hill no triumph ofthe
odthe
no elimination of poverty no organization of labor will save mankind from
II 787
abnormality and therefore from guilt and criminality DW 11
11787
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the

dian t
revolutionaries never loved the people they didn
suffer for them and didn
dian t sacrifice anything for them though
P 35
they may have amused themselves by imagining it
the nihilist exhibits as he begins to develop an attitude of
disgusting contempt for the people and he who has no
people has no god
the supreme example of the collapse of genuine values
was human suicide the nihilist kirillov argued that suicide
non existence
was the necessary outcome of the belief in the nonexistence
627ff
of god P 627
ff suicide was the highest value for self
willed man for those men who had suddenly lost their roots
as though the ground were giving way under everyone s feet
P 334 kirillov argued that since there cisn
isn t any god then
man is god
the man god is a self willed man a man who has exalted
himself above all values an extreme nihilist the man god
is the ultimate final and direct opposite of the godman
god man self
deification is the social manifestation of the spirit of the antichrist
at this point in the argument dostoevsky seeks to make an
identification of suicide and murder the most extreme extension of despair self will and atheism of course all this
takes place on the individual level when this analysis is played
out in terms of society it becomes apparent that the nihilist will
stop at nothing until the world is consumed by fiery destrucnihi lists argue that they should unite
tion the revolutionary nihilisms
nihilists
and form groups with the sole object of bringing about uniP 412
berdyaev accurately sums up
versal destruction
dostoevsky s position
the question whether everything is
allowable is put before society at large as well as to particular
men and the same roads that lead an individual to crime lead
society to revolution 15
shagalov
galov s theory to sacrifice
shigalov
it is necessary according to Shi
many heads in order to lighten the burden to make it possible
P 413 when man
to jump over the ditch more safely
realizes that there is no god or that he is god he also realizes
33

nicholas berdyaev dostoevsky trans by D attwater
idian 1957
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that there is no crime suicide is only the radical manifestation in the life of the individual of the fire that is in the heart
and mind of man the fire that burns the town is nihilism P
the fire is in the minds of men and not in the roofs of
524
P 525 shigalov
Shigalov represented accurately dostoevsky s
shagalov
houses
view of the revolution starting from unlimited freedom we
were told 1 I arrived at unlimited despotism 1I will add however that there can be no solution of the social problem but
shagalov
shigalov
galov s system one tenth enjoys absomine P 410 16 in Shi
lute liberty and unbounded power over the other nine tenths
nechaiev gave
hovensky dostoevsky s nechayev
verkhovensky
pyotr Verk
P 410
the secret away when he argued that the goal of the revolutionaries was to bring about the downfall of everything both
the intelligent we
government and its moral standards
shall bring over to our side and as for the fools we shall
P 617 the world was to be
mount upon their shoulders
Verkhovensky
bathed in blood because according to pyotr verkhovensky
we ve got to re educate a generation to make them worthy of
freedom

P 617

the

inquisitor
dostoevsky s grand inquisitor was a fictional spanish cleric
who recognized jesus in a crowd had him arrested and forced
him to submit to a bitter indictment for having caused untold
suffering among mankind by having taught the moral freedom
of man the inquisitor was certain that moral freedom was not
a blessing to mankind but instead a terrible curse jesus was
told that to ask man to live in freedom was to demand too
much from him to require that man live in freedom is to ask
him to embark upon a journey that is bound to be both a pure
and endless hell
the inquisitor and his church had determined to betray
christ in order to be able to successfully minister to what is
weak and mean in man there is no doubt that the inquisitor is
a grand humanitarian he lets it be known that he has made a
hard and profoundly serious decision in casting aside jesus
by flooding

the
earth with blood for blood cries out for blood and he that taketh up the sword
shall perish by the sword BK 331

they aim at justice but denying christ they will end
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and freedom for the good of mankind the inquisitor was not
simply made into a foil for jesus
the grand inquisitor repeats one idea that dostoevsky
hated above all others there is no crime and therefore no
sin there is only hunger
13k
BK 259
ilk
this is the old environmental theory again the grand inquisitor supported his
position by affirming that science will always be unable to
provide sufficient bread for mankind as long as man is free
the grand inquisitor was certain that in the end they the
people will lay their freedom at our feet and say to us
make us your slaves but feed us
BK 260
isk

inquisitory
Inqui sitors
the inquisitors

it should not be difficult to

scepter

see the image of the catholic

church lurking in the background of the legend of the grand
inquisitor however at least one writer has attempted to argue
that dostoevsky was really sympathetic with the inquisitor and
on the side of the enslavement of humanity the catholic
guardini
Gu
writer romano giardini
ardini maintains that the vision of christ
given by ivan was unacceptable to dostoevsky 17 the weakness
of this point is indicated by the fact that dostoevsky really hated the catholic church see for example BK 62 328 1I
584 ff
dostoevsky felt that the key to the present and
future events in all europe lies in the catholic conspiracy
II 821 the ideological background of the legend of
DW 11
the grand inquisitor is to be found in a number of editorials in
the diary of a writer
according to dostoevsky catholicism sold christ when
it blessed the jesuits and sanctioned the righteousness of every
II 911 dostoevsky raises
DW 11
means for christ s cause
the same fundamental objection to catholicism that he raised
lists namely they bless any means
nihilists
nihi
against the socialists and nihilisms
to secure their ends and this is bound to ultimately produce
slavery and a blood bath in the name of lofty ideals even in
giardini
Guardini
JCS wernham guardini
berdyaev and the legend of the grand inquisitor hibbert journal 53 1955
guardinis
religiose
ru s argument is developed in chapter 5 of his Reli
164 guard1
gise ges
Guar dinis
157164
rell
157
guarda
js werk trans in cross currents 13 1952
raiten in dostojewskijs
86
Dostojewski
59
dostolewskiis
5986
IT
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the name of god the catholic church has taken man s freedom and in the name of the third temptation attempted to
rule the earth with the sword all this was later spelled out
in greater detail in the legend for just as the catholic church
has resurrected the ancient roman idea of world dominion
and unity and sold the true christ in exchange for the kingdoms of the world
DW 1I 256 the socialists dream of a
future babylon dostoevsky provided the link the protests
against the church in france did not really produce anything
new when catholic mankind turned away from the monstrous image in which at length christ had been revealed to
endeavors arose to organize life without god without
them
II 911 but all that was actually changed
DW 11
christ
was the exterior form of the movement not the substance
french socialists dreamed of constructing something on
II 911 accordant hill DW 11
the order of an unmistakable anthill
ing to dostoevsky the socialist creed was not at all better than
the catholic creed the socialist had a plan intelligible to
everyone to rob the rich to stain the world with blood after
he settled of its own
which somehow everything will again be
accord DW 11
II 911
dostoevsky saw that it was inevitable that the socialists
would be bettered european socialism was nothing more than
a secularized but still a religious catholicism the fact that
socialists talk a somewhat different language from their catholic compatriots does not really change matters the goal of the
socialists was materialistic their values were values of this
life and they were primarily concerned with the acquisition and
distribution of bread the socialists dream of the time when
there will be no more material privations there is no more of
that degrading milieu which used to be the cause of all vices
and how man is going to become beautiful and righteous

DW 1I 192
socialist dream in spite of all that is commendable
about it is the religion of material bread and is nothing but the
demon s third temptation in a new form dostoevsky s grand
inquisitor also appropriated the materialism of the stones
turned into bread still catholicism is secularized as far as it
has yielded to the third temptation in this respect socialism

this
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and catholicism are brothers under the skin 18 the relationship could actually be expressed better as a relationship of
father and son catholocism
catholicism is in the process of decay the
entire society it has nurtured is also in decay
the decay of european society produced the bacillus infecting the russian intelligentsia dostoevsky maintained an
optimistic faith that the western sickness would not prove
fatal for russia after all nihilism had an appeal only to the
russian intelligentsia the russian people remained free of such
intellecu
deadly infections dostoevsky felt that a return by the intellect
al to the russian soil and the people offered russia the only
hope of escaping the desolation that awaits europe do you
know asked shatov
chatov do you know who are the only god
bearing people on earth destined to regenerate and save the
world in the name of a new god and to whom are given the
keys of life and of the new world
do you know which
is that people and what is its name
the reply it is the
russian people P 250
an obvious but nevertheless crucial factor in russian intellectual
tel lectual history is the violent destructive character of the
westernization process peter the great commenced a process
that created institutions alien to traditional russian institutions
and culture into a russia that had not really experienced a
renaissance or a reformation and into a russia little affected
by the scientific and technological developments of the west
peter imported alien western thought and especially technology this radical process split russia into two classes those
who accepted the western culture and those unable to accept 19
idiot dostoevsky s prince mizshhin denounces the catholic church
and secondly
catholicism is an unchristian religion in the first place
roman catholicism is even worse than atheism the prince asserts that catholicism preaches antichrist and believes that the church cannot exist on
earth without universal temporal power this has significance beyond theology
for socialism too is the child of catholicism and the intrinsic catholic nature it too like its brother atheism was begotten of despair in opposition
to catholicism as a moral force in order to replace the lost moral power of
religion to quench the spiritual thirst of parched humanity and save it not by
christ but also by violence this too is freedom through violence this too
is union through the sword and blood 1I 584
586
584586
nicholas berdyaev s the origin of russian communism trans by R M
french new ed london bles 1948 treats russian intellectual history as a
series of reactions to peter s reform which was a fact so decisive for all subsequent russian history that our currents of thought in the nineteenth century
were distinguished by the value they assigned to it p 12

in
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there were of course always a vast number caught between
the two cultures and left in a condition of unbearable tension
doestoevsky even though he was under the spell of western liberalism in his youth never really accepted western
culture he stands in the broad tradition of those extreme enemies of the west the slovophiles and the old believers the
entire treatment of the revolutionary intelligentsia is coloured
non western
by a radical commitment to our holy russia ie nonwestern
russia a russia unaffected by the bacillus of western thought
nihilism is the function of westernization it is the evil disTur genev s famous figure of the poease of the sons to use turgenev
litical generations of fathers and sons 20
dostoevsky s biased point of view is a weakness in one respect but his bias also is a certain advantage we are able to
see the impact of one culture on a second culture the entire
process is viewed from the point of view of holy russia
what was not seen was that russia was destined by the inexorable forces of history to ultimately yield and be transformed
by those who desired the technological blessings of the west
from this point of view the success of the bolshevik revolution
in 1918 was the consummation of the work of peter the great
in remodeling russia dostoevsky s confidence in holy russia
was misplaced his vision of violence was somewhat more
authentic
see
20see
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